
How To Build A Cardboard Box Rocket

Crafting a rocket from a cardboard box can be a fun and creative activity for children.
Please note that adult supervision is essential during the entire process, and it’s 
important to use safe materials. Here’s a step-by-step description to create a simple 
cardboard box rocket:

Materials you’ll need:

1. A medium to large-sized cardboard box
 (sturdy and clean)

2. Scissors

3. Paints and paintbrushes

4. Colored markers

5. Glue or tape

6. Aluminium foil or silver wrapping 
paper (optional)

7. Cardboard or foam sheets (for fins)

8. Stickers or other decorative elements
 (optional)

Step 1: Choose a cardboard box large enough for your child to sit in comfortably. 
Ensure it’s clean and free from any sharp objects or edges. Close any flaps or 
openings on the box.

Step 2: Using the scissors, carefully cut out windows on the sides of the box to make 
portholes. You can also cut a door flap at the back of the box, which can be opened or
closed during playtime.

Step 3: Let your child’s imagination run wild and have them paint the entire box with 
bright colors to make it look like a rocket. They can add stars, planets, and other 
space-themed decorations using the paint and colored markers.



Step 4: If you have aluminium foil or silver wrapping paper, your child can help you 
cover certain parts of the rocket to make it look more like a real spacecraft. 

Step 5: Cut out triangualr shapes from the cardboard or foam sheets to make fins for 
the rocket. Paint them to match the rest of the rocket.

Step 6: Use glue or tape to attach the fins to the sides of the rocket.

Step 7: Design a control panel. Cut out a smaller piece of cardboard and have your 
child draw buttons, switches, and other controls to simulate a rocket’s control panel.
Glue or tape this panel inside the box near the front so your child can reach it while 
sitting inside.
Step 8: Allow the paint and glue to dry completely before letting your child play with 
the rocket. They can use their imagination to embark on space missions and explore 
the cosmos in their DIY rocket.

Always prioritize safety during this activity. Supervise your child closely, and ensure 
they don’t use any sharp objects or unsafe materials.

Happy crafting and space adventures!
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